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Sundance 

"Steaks, Spirits and Dim Lights"

Sundance is a popular steakhouse in Palo Alto that has become an

institution in itself. Featuring a fine selection of cuts, it has been

successfully satiating the appetite of diners for 35 years. The Slow

Roasted Prime Rib is a famous dish that sells quickly owing to its melt-in-

the-mouth texture and vivid flavors. The Sundance Burger is also an often

ordered dish that must be tasted atleast once. Relish the fine beverage

selection that boasts 405 labels of wines and plenty of spirits and beer.

The dim lighting gives an intimate feel to an otherwise friendly venue. It is

a good location for a dinner with friends.

 +1 650 321 6798  www.sundancethesteakho

use.com/

 sundancepaloalto@aol.co

m

 1921 El Camino Real, Palo

Alto CA

Pampas 

"Brazilian Steakhouse"

Pampas is where luxury dining meets authentic Brazilian churrascuro, or

grilled meats. The restaurant is open for lunch and dinner, and a la carte

items are available at the lounge, where a full bar mixes up cocktails.

Enjoy a complimentary starter of fried polenta, cheesy bread, and fried

bananas. At dinner, a fixed-price rodizio option is very popular; for USD44,

enjoy all-you-can eat grilled meats (12 varieties to choose from, including

various cuts of steak, linguica, chicken hearts and grilled pineapple) and

unlimited vegetables, cheese, and composed salads from their sidebar. Or

order entrees and a la carte items off the menu, like steak and mashed

potatoes or coconut shrimp. Vegetarians do not fear, though your dining

companions may be feasting on meat, the sidebar-only option is also quite

popular and equally satisfying.

 +1 650 327 1323  www.pampaspaloalto.com

/

 info@pampaspaloalto.com  529 Alma Street, Palo Alto

CA
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Espetus Churrascaria 

"A Meaty Brazilian Bonanza"

If you're craving a delicious steak that is different from the usual

steakhouse offerings, you may want to give Espetus Churrascaria a try.

This is a restaurant where you get to enjoy fabulously succulent steaks,

Brazilian style. The age-old Gaucho style of using an open flame to cook

meats to perfection is made use of, and you are sure to be satisfied with

the outcome. The steakhouse is well equipped to satisfy your meat

cravings, no matter how strong they may be; the rodizio service ensures

that the meats just keep coming! Your options are numerous, and you can

enjoy flap steak, top sirloin on red wine sauce, chicken legs, pork loin with

parmesan cheese and much more. Apart from the meats, the grilled

pineapple is another hot favorite. The bar features cocktails, beers and

wines, best enjoyed during Happy Hour between 5p and 7p, Wednesdays

and Thursdays.

 +1 650 342 8700  www.espetus.com/  710 South B Street, San Mateo CA
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